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Accelerators installed worldwide



Accelerators installed worldwide





Roentgen 1896 – First radiograph of a hand 



Acceleratori Domestici



Acceleratori ad Alta Energia



Ion Implantation

Acceleratori per l’Industria



Acceleratori per la medicina



Synchrotron Radiation
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Laboratory frame



Acceleratori e Luce di Sincrotrone





Prevent Chocolate Melting



Neutron Sources





The special feature of Neutrograph
is it's intensity together with a
moderate collimation.

These properties allow the
investigation of dynamic processes
with an excellent time resolution
and the transmittance through
strongly absorbing and bulky
materials.

A totally new spectrum of scientific
and engineering applications could
be developed.

Among the experiments are
investigations of heat exchangers
and combustion engines, parts
from aircrafts, fossils and historical
heritage.

Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL) in 
Grenoble









GeV TeV PeV EeV ZeV

Cosmos is able to accelerate particles …but in uncontrolled 
conditions
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Touschek’s Anello Di Accumulazione (ADA)
1961 the first e+e- Collider





Interaction Point

Collider e+ e- DAFNE (INFN)





Historical Milestones



New Techniques

Accelerator Configurations



Il diagramma di Livingstone

Equivalent
Energy

Energy of colliders
is plotted in terms
of the laboratory
energy of particles
colliding with a
proton at rest to
reach the same
center of mass
energy.



Recent sign of saturation?



Electrostatic Accelerator: Van de Graff



T=qDV

Possible Higher energy DC accelerator?
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DVT=0

Forbidden by Maxwell



B can vary in a RF cavity
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Reflection of plane waves
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Reflection of plane waves
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Plane wave reflected by a perfectly conducting plane

In the plane xz the field is given by the superposition of the incident and 
reflected wave:
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σ =∞

And it has to fulfill the boundary conditions (no tangential E-field) 
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Reflection of plane waves (a first boundary value problem)

€ 

Ez x,z, t( ) = E+ sinθ( )eiωt− ik z cosθ −x sinθ( ) − E+ sinθ( )eiωt− ik z cosθ +x sinθ( )

= 2iE+ sinθ sin kx sinθ( )eiωt− ikz cosθ

Standing Wave 
pattern (along x) 

Guided wave 
pattern (along z)

Taking into account the boundary conditions the longitudinal 
component of the field becomes:
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vφz =
ω
kz

=
ω

k cosθ
=

c
cosθ

> c

The phase velocity is given by
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From reflections to waveguides
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vφz =
ω
kz

=
ω

k cosθ
=

c
cosθ

> c

Put a metallic boundary where the 
field is zero at a given distance from 
the wall.x

z

Between the two walls there must 
be an integer number of half 
wavelengths (at least one).

For a given distance, there is a 
maximum wavelength, i.e. there is 
cut-off frequency.

It can not be used as it is 
for particle acceleration



vϕ ≡ c



Electromagnetic waveguides



Conventional RF accelerating structures



We must slow down the wave propagation

In order to slow down the waves we have to load the cavity 
by introducing some periodic obstacle into it





Analytical field solutions: the Pill-box cavity

 In the simplest cases the mode field configuration 
can be calculated analytically, while in almost all practical 
cases the solutions are computed numerically by means of 
dedicated computer codes. 

One of the most interesting didactical case is the cylindrical 
or —pill-box“ cavity. The pill-box cavity can be seen as a 
piece of circular waveguide short-circuited at both ends by 
metallic plates. 

  

TM01 TM02 TM11 TE11TE01Wave Type

Circular waveguide modes





Microtron - Synchronization



Energy gain/revolution

• In a microtron, due to the electrons' increasing momentum, the
particle paths are different for each pass. The time needed for
that must be an integer multiple k of the RF period. The allowed
energy gain/pass must fulfill the above condition.



https://www.asimmetrie.it/





http://cas.web.cern.ch/previous-schools









Thank for your attention


